
Large Screen Controller

TVBOX
Realize multiple devices
combined-Screen and
centralized display

An easy and low-cost electronic signage by 1 TVBOX + 1 TV + multiple
HMI/CBOX/IPC

Support 4/6/9 squares
screen display

4K full HD output, smoother
picture

Equipped with 2.4G/5G WiFi,
more stable wireless signals

No software installation,
plug and play
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Product Features

Application

Large Screen TV

Haiwell TVBOX

Haiwell HMI #1 Haiwell Cloud Box Haiwell IPC Haiwell HMI #N

Ethernet / WiFi

HDMI

Ethernet

Haiwell large-screen controller TVBOX can realize the large-screen display of HMI images in
the LAN. User can select, switch and view multiple touch screen images on the TV screen, and
realize the function of large traditional electronic display board in the most cost effective way.

Through TVBOX,different sizes of touch screen images can be displayed on the TV screen. The
SCADA, curve, formula,user rights and other functions on the HMI can be displayed on the
large screen.Users can use remote controller or mouse by USB interface of TVBOX to realize
the remote operation and monitoring of the HMI.

Combined-Screen Display
Through TVBOX, the pictures of multiple devices
can be combined and shown on a large screen
and monitored simultaneously in the form of
4/6/9 squares. Haiwell HMI, CBOX, IPC and other
equipments support this function.

Big electronic display board function
One TVBOX, one TV, and multiple HMIs can easily
realize the function of big electronic display board,
which is widely used in agricultural greenhouses,
aquaculture, libraries, production workshops and other
large screen data monitoring and display applications.

Cloud Devices & Local Devices & Local Videos
The Cloud device can be remotely accessed
through Haiwell Cloud, and the local device and
Cloud camera can be directly accessed through
LAN, realizing multiple devices and camera video
centralized display and monitoring.

Innovation of the project
HMI Image can be displayed according to the size of
the TV screen. Support remote controller button,
wired keyboard and mouse three modes of operation,
easy and convenient operation.

Dual-band wireless WIFI
The dual-frequency 2.4G /5G WIFI chip is equipped,
so the network speed is faster and more stable.

Firmware upgrading function
Support online and offline version update.
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